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Introduction 

The widespread distribution of different services on demand and business applications requires 

a designing and implementation the highly-productivity networking solutions. Traditional multiser-

vice network solutions often not allow to provide services with guaranty QoS characteristics. First 

of all, such situation connected with a high overloading of network environment – the data forward-

ing equipment today provide a lot of addition management and monitoring functions that influent to 

the efficient of service provision greatly. The implementation of Software-Defined Networking 

(SDN) paradigm and different virtualization technology, i.e. cloud computing is became very popu-

lar today. The main principles of SDN paradigm and cloud computing are provide the availability of 

different type of services which are allocated at different parts of the distributed multiservice net-

work to users who wants to access those resources from their work place in the form as a service 

through an optimized and reliable service provider maintaining convenience and ubiquity [1]. The 

services implementation through cloud computing has many advantages: increasing network scal-

ability, performance, reliability, fault tolerant and decreasing cost of implementation and utilization. 

The multiservice networks based on SDN solutions has a lot of benefits. The productivity, control 

of transport quality, transparent services provision, network function virtualization (no overhead of 

encapsulation), and flexible traffic management are the most significant benefits of SDN implemen-

tation. 

However, the complication of SDN paradigm is not finishing process. The traffic engineering 

mechanisms and service provision scenarios are not completed. The challenges in services provi-

sion in SDN-based networks connected with low interoperability between hosts, lake of resource 

control and nodes migration control. The prediction of load intensity and effective load distribution 

between different computation nodes is still actual question [2]. In this way the finding load balanc-

ing solution for clouds is not easy process.  

The analysis of main policies and characteristics like round trip time, throughput that archived 

by using of different load balancing algorithms and resources utilization give ability to choose and 

implement better traffic engineering solutions for SDN-based networks. 

Overview of load balancing techniques 

In general, load balancing techniques include a scope of methods and engineering solutions of 

optimal load distribution across multiple resources through appropriate network paths. The imple-

mentation of appropriate load balancing algorithms according to the current network conditions al-

lows achieving optimal resources utilization, throughput maximization and minimization round trip 

time minimization [3].  

The general task of load balancing mechanisms can be broken into two sub-tasks: 

1. Transfer the incoming traffic with a maximal possible intensity. 

2. Smooth the load distribution in the network. 

In general, the task of effective distribution network bandwidth can be formalized as follows: 
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where Q()  – the objective function or optimization function, IN  – total flow of incoming traffic, 

inTh   and outTh   – the throughput of network channels, СP – policy control network load (select 

network channel).  

In this case, the optimization task can be reduced to the following form: 
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In the proposed method of optimal allocation of bandwidth is achieved by distributing the traf-

fic flows on all communication channels permitted in proportion to the available bandwidth of the 

channel at the current time or the time of receipt of the application time. 

The load balancing techniques can be divided into two categories - static [4] load balancing 

techniques and dynamic [5] load balancing techniques. The division depend of current network 

policies and management mechanisms. 

Static load balancing algorithms are based on the information about the average behavior of 

system; transfer decisions are independent of the actual current system state. Static load balancing 

procedures are used in the presence of prior knowledge about the services and applications of statis-

tical information about the network environment. The goal of static load balancing method is to re-

duce the execution time and minimize the communication delays. Round Robin [6], Randomized 

[7], Central Manager [8] and Min Min [9] algorithms are the static load balancing algorithms. 

In Round Robin algorithm the execution processes are divided between all processors. Each 

process is assigned to the processor in a round robin order. Distributions of data and incoming re-

quest between the computation nodes (web-, mail-, ftp- servers) are equal but the time of execution 

for different computing node are not same. It is depend of type of processor.  

Randomized algorithm is a process that can be handled by a particular node with different 

probability. The process allocation order is maintained for each processor independent of allocation 

from remote processor. This algorithm works well in case of processes are of equal loaded. Ran-

domized algorithm does not maintain deterministic approach. 

Cеntrаl Mаnаgеr algorithm works on the principal of dynamic distribution. Each new request 

that arrived to the quеuе mаnаger is insеrted into the quеuе. When rеquest for an activity is rеcеivеd 

by the queue manager it remоves the first аctivity from the queue and sends it to the requester. If no 

ready activity is present in the queue the request is buffered, until a new activity is available. 

The Min-Min аlgоrithm firstly finds the minimum еxеcution time of all tasks. Thеn it chооses 

the task with the least еxеcution time amоng all the tаsks. The algorithm proceeds by assigning the 

task to the resource that produces the minimum completion time. The same procedure is repeated by 

Min-Min until all tasks are scheduled [6]. 

In dynamic load balancing algorithms work load is distributed among the processors at run-

time. The master assigns new processes to the slaves based on the new information collected [7].  

Token Routing [10], Cеntral Quеuing [11], Lеast Connеction algorithms arе thе main types of 

dynamic load balancing algorithms. 

Token Rоuting algоrithm minimizes the оverload in software-defined networking by use spe-

cial tokens (agents). Agents gather statistics and distribute traffic аccоrding this statistic. The algo-

rithm provides the fast and efficient routing decision.  

Cеntral Quеuing algorithm wоrks on the principal of dynamic distribution. Each new activity 

arriving at the queue manager is inserted into the queue.  

Least connection is a method of dynamic scheduling of incoming data. The number of connec-

tions for each computation node are counted that, the load distribution is estimated the according to 

this amount of connection. The SDN controller (load balancing module) records the connection 

number of each server. This algorithm is suitable in case when the amount of nodes changes in 

some thresholds. 
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The experimental evaluation of static and dynamic load balancing techniques 

In the work such parameters as round trip time and throughput are suggested to measuring the 

effectivity of different load balancing algorithms of SDN-based networks. The round trip time in 

such situation is the average amount of time between requests message from end users received re-

sponse from server. The round trip time greatly impact on such quality of service parameters as de-

lay and jitter. Throughput is the amount of data transferred in one direction over a link divided by 

the time taken to transfer it, usually expressed in bits or bytes per second.  

For evaluation the efficiency of proposed algorithm of load balancing for SDN-based net-

works the network simulation tool called mininet was used. The software POX SDN controller and 

two OpenFlow Switches was simulated. The fragment of the experimental network is shown in 
Fig. 1. 

 

Fig.1. Fragment of the experimental network (mininet interpretation) 

 

Response time per size of message and round trip time per number of users are evaluated in 

the work. The fixed number of request-response pairs (12 pairs request-response) for messages with 

different size take into account. The message with size 16kB, 32kB, 64kB, 128kB, 256kB, 512kB, 

1024kB and 2048kB generate for experiment. The different amounts of users take into account for 

evaluation response time per users (from 10 to 700 end nodes).  

To simplify the evaluating process assumed that each user generated equal amount of data. 

Comparing round trip time for load balancing algorithms depending on the message size and the 

number of users is shown in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3. 

 
Fig. 2. Round trip time depending on the message size 
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Fig. 3. Round trip time depending on the number of users 

 

The obtained results show that Randomized algorithm gives the highest round trip time de-

pending on the message size. This connected with type of data proceeds. In randomizes algorithm 

all calculations and choose processor in current time and any prediction not created. Min Min algo-

rithm introduces results near to Randomized algorithm. This is associated with the delay occurrence 

for finding the fastest processor. Central Queuing, Least Connection and Token Routing algorithms 

give the best result, especially when the message size is more than 1024 kB. This algorithms predi-

cate on query that can be made frequently.  

The round trip time for all analysed algorithms until 200 active users is small. Response time 

for Min Min algorithm and Round Robin algorithm grows rapidly in the case when amount of end 

users more than 500. Central Manager and Central Queuing algorithms give the smallest round trip 

time.  

The throughput as a function of message size and as a function of number of users, which gen-

erate proximately the same amount of data, shown on Fig. 4 on Fig. 5 respectively. 

 
Fig. 4. Throughput depending on the message size 

 
Fig. 5. Throughput depending on the number of users 
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Throughput comparing (Fig.4 and Fig.5) shows that Round Robin, Randomized and Min Min 

algorithms give the smallest throughput. Round Robin algorithm depends on Round Robin order, so 

there is no strategy to know the best loaded node. Min Min algorithms try to find a faster processor 

of computing nodes in this way overload generates. Randomized algorithm doesn’t have any strat-

egy to find best processor too. Central Manager, Least Connection and Tokin Routing algorithms 

introduce the highest throughput in the case when the amount of end users grows.  

Conclusion 

The main purposes of load balancing are resource provisioning and scheduling tasks in dis-

tributed environment with appropriate quality of services. Choice of load balancing algorithm for 

cloud environment depends on many factors: network infrastructure type (overload or underload 

approach), equipment CPU, data type. According to the principles of work load balancing tech-

niques can be divided on statics and dynamics. The results of the experiment revealed that static 

load balancing algorithms work more stable in situation when the traffic intensity is predictable. 

The average round trip time depends of messages size for static algorithms less than for dynamics 

load balancing techniques. But in case when amount of end users grows the dynamic load balancing 

methods shows better result. For example, Central Manager, Least Connection and Tokin Routing 

algorithms introduce the highest throughput in the case when the amount of end users grows and, 

consequently, the data intensity grows.  
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